Vice President – Transmission Asset Strategy & Policy

The Vice President – Transmission Asset Strategy & Policy is responsible for regulatory and policy issues affecting Transmission's strategic business initiatives. Responsibilities include developing and advocating Transmission’s position with regional transmission organizations (PJM, SPP, MISO), FERC and State regulatory agencies.

Managing Director Transmission Asset Strategy

Managing Director Transmission Asset Strategy - Overall responsibility for developing and maintaining relationships with stakeholders, partners, and state and federal regulators in an effort to influence policy issues to and drive transmission business development efforts within and beyond the AEP footprint. The individual will work through and closely with operating company and regulatory leadership when working with stakeholders within the AEP footprint. The individual will be responsible for organically developing and maintaining the requisite relationships with Joint Venture partners and PJM, MISO, and SPP for the purposes of developing transmission projects outside AEP’s footprint.

Director – Asset Strategy

Director – Asset Strategy is responsible for managing transmission business development and services activities including: managing integration of joint ventures, annual business plans, strategic recommendations, business tactics, operational and financial improvement, and strategic management and implementation of contractual commitments of transmission joint ventures and related services.

Manager – Asset Strategy

The Manager – Asset Strategy is responsible for support of the business plan and work closely with AEP Regulatory Services’ Policy Team, which leads and coordinates policy development in the SPP footprint. Also, this position will advocate Transmission’s strategic vision at national, regional and industry forums and at Regulatory Services request, will represent AEP Transmission at FERC and state commissions, will educate, coordinate and build consensus on strategic transmission business initiatives with AEP Corporate regulatory and other AEP businesses that advocate and interact with policy makers. Additional duties will be a single point of contact within Transmission for coordination of presentations, papers and other communications supporting strategic initiatives and policy positions as well as ensuring the success of AEP's JV development activities and transmission work plan.